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Abstract—With the rapid increase of leakage currents, non-volatile memories have become competitive candidates in the
next-generation computer architecture. Among them, STT-MRAM shows great promise in working memory with high density, high
speed and tremendous endurance, etc. However, based on our investigations, the dynamic write power and read reliability are two
critical challenges of STT-MRAM. In this work, we propose a synergistic pseudo-differential sensing (PDS) framework that employs
device, circuit and architectural techniques to address these challenges. In specific, three design techniques, including cell cluster,
asymmetric sensing amplifier and self-error-detection-correction, are proposed to implement the PDS framework. We show that the
holistic device-circuit-architecture cross-layer co-design enables STT-MRAM to be utilized in the cache memory, benefiting from the
improved density, reliability and energy-efficiency. Our experimental results show that the proposed PDS scheme improves the read
margin by 35.6 percent, reduces the area, read latency, read energy, write latency and write power by 46.7, 9.8, 30.3, 2.3 and
31.1 percent respectively, compared with the typical 1T1MTJ cell structure for the cache capacity of 8 MB. In addition, the proposed
PDS scheme reduces the dynamic energy by 32.9 percent and leakage energy by 830 percent, improves the IPC by 1.3 percent
and miss rate by 36.9 percent respectively, compared with conventional SRAM based cache.
Index Terms—Asymmetric sensing, dynamic write power, read reliability, STT-MRAM
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INTRODUCTION

W

the continuous scaling of process technology,
leakage currents induced static power consumption
and reliability issues have become critical challenges for
conventional semiconductor technology, greatly limiting
the scalability. Moreover, the increasing data throughput
requirement drives more and more processing cores and
memories on a single chip, further exacerbating these challenges [1], [2], [3]. Recently, emerging nonvolatile memory
technologies, such as phase-change memory (PCM), spin
transfer torque magnetic random access memory (STTMRAM) and resistive random access memory (RRAM),
have attracted considerable attention and been extensively
studied in academia and industry [4], [5], [6]. Thanks to the
nonvolatility, data information can be maintained even if
the supply power is off. In this case, we can cut off the supply power when the system is in idle states, thus significantly reducing the static energy consumption. In
particular, STT-MRAM, which employs a bi-directional current to write data information into a memory cell, has
ITH
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shown great potentials in the next-generation computer
architecture. In addition to the nonvolatility, STT-MRAM
provides high integration density close to DRAM, fast
access speed as well as practically unlimited endurance
comparable to SRAM [7], [8]. These advantageous features
enable STT-MRAM to be a rather promising nonvolatile
memory candidate as an alternative of volatile SRAM (or
DRAM) in the working memory applications.
Although very attractive, current STT-MRAM technology
also suffers from some challenges before wide applications.
The first key challenge of STT-MRAM is the dynamic write
power consumption, which is much higher than SRAM [9],
[10]. As we known that STT-MRAM utilizes a bi-directional
current to write data information into a memory cell (i.e.,
magnetic tunnel junction, MTJ) through the STT mechanism.
First, the STT-driven MTJ switching requires a relatively large
current to overcome the energy barrier between the two stable
states of the MTJ device. Second, the STT switching mechanism is intrinsically stochastic and the actual time to complete
a write operation varies dramatically among all the memory
cells of a chip, thereby a long write current pulse is required
for a reliable write operation if taking into consideration the
worst-case corner. In addition, the process-voltage-temperature (PVT) variations further increase the cell-to-cell and
cycle-to-cycle diversities. These factors result in huge
dynamic write power overhead for a frequently-accessed
working memory. It has shown that the dynamic write power
per bit of STT-MRAM is one or two orders of magnitude
higher than that of SRAM, as shown in Fig. 1 [9], [10]. The second challenge of STT-MRAM is the poor read reliability. This
can be explained from two perspectives: First, the intrinsic
tunnel magneto-resistance (TMR) ratio of MTJ is generally
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Fig. 1. The energy-delay performance comparison between STT-MRAM
and conventional CMOS technology (or SRAM).

Fig. 2. The design trade-off between the decision error (or RM) and read
disturbance. This issue is more serious as technology scales.

limited (typically < 300 percent at room temperature) by the
device materials and structures, resulting in limited read margin (RM). Second, the inevitable PVT variations of both the
MTJs and CMOS transistors further degrades the RM [11],
[12]. Increasing the read current can improve the RM to some
extent, but it should be noted that large current also leads to
high read disturbance (RD) probability, again affecting the
read reliability. Here RD is defined as the unintentional erroneously switching of the MTJ during the read operations.
Therefore there exists a design trade-off between RM (or
decision error) and RD, as shown in Fig. 2. In addition, as process technology continuously scales down, on one hand, the
critical switching current density for MTJ switching reduces,
which means the read current should decrease accordingly to
avoid RD; on the other hand, the PVT variations rapidly
grow, reducing read current unavoidably results in degraded
RM. The read reliability issue has becomes a new critical
barrier for nanoscale STT-MRAM [13].
Until now, extensive studies have been carried out to
address the dynamic write power and the read reliability
challenges of STT-MRAM. To reduce the dynamic write
power of STT-MRAM, two strategies can be employed. The
first one is to reduce the required write current amplitude and
pulse duration [14], [15] from the device design point of view.
This strategy is direct and effective, but it is generally limited
by the device material and structure. The second one is to
reduce the write operation frequency through circuit or architecture level design techniques, e.g., read-modify-write and
bypassing algorithms [16], [17], [18]. To improve the read reliability, enlarging the intrinsic TMR ratio of MTJ is the most
efficient solution, however the margin is very limited at room
temperature according to the current technology [19]. Design
techniques from circuit level are now preferable. For example,
the self-reference sensing (SRS) scheme, including destructive
and non-destructive ones, can reduce the PVT variations by
eliminating the reference cell. However the destructive SRS
scheme needs to restore the data back to the memory cell after
each read operation, wasting much dynamic energy, while
the non-destructive one also achieves limited RM [20], [21].
Differential sensing (DS) is an effective solution to improve
the RM, however, it requires two complementary memory

cells to store only one bit of data, introducing large area and
power overheads [22], [23].
As can be seen, these previous studies try to solve the challenges of STT-MRAM with single-layer techniques, which are
ineffective in practice. In addition, these studies ignore a fact
that the dynamic write power and read reliability of STTMRAM are actually interrelated together. For example, lowering the critical switching current density of MTJ can reduce
the dynamic write power, which, however, results in increase
of RD [24]. Therefore, cross-layer solutions are preferable for
addressing these challenges. In this work, we propose a synergistic pseudo-differential sensing (PDS) framework for STTMRAM to jointly address the dynamic write power and read
reliability concerns from a holistic device-circuit-architecture
cross-layer co-design perspective. In order to implement the
PDS framework, we propose three techniques, including cell
cluster structure, asymmetric sensing amplifier (ASA), and
self-error-detection-correction (SEDC), from device level, circuit level and architecture level, respectively. Our experimental results show that the proposed PDS framework is able to
achieve rather good performance in terms of area, dynamic
power, latency as well as reliability. In summary, the main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows,








We propose a synergistic PDS framework to jointly
address the dynamic write power and read reliability concerns of STT-MRAM from a holistic crosslevel co-design perspective.
We propose a cell cluster structure to re-organize the
data bits stored in the memory cells. This cell cluster
structure adds redundancy to improve read reliability as well as to reduce write frequency.
We propose a novel ASA, which utilizes the DS concept, to readout the data stored in the cell cluster,
greatly improving the RM.
We propose a SEDC module combined with the cell
cluster structure and ASA to utilize the redundancy
for detecting or correcting errors.
We develop a cross-layer evaluation platform and
evaluate the performances of the proposed PDS technique in STT-MRAM.
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Fig. 3. Typical 1T1MTJ bit-cell structure and writing method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the backgrounds and fundamentals of
STT-MRAM. In Section 3, we introduce the critical challenges
of STT-MRAM and our motivation. In Section 4, we present
the concept and implementation of our proposed PDS framework. The cell cluster structure, ASA and SEDC module are
also presented in this section. The evaluation platform and
experimental results are reported and analysed in Section 5.
A summary of the related work is given in Section 6, followed
by the conclusion of this paper in Section 7.

2

BACKGROUNDS OF STT-MRAM

A typical STT-MRAM bit-cell consists of a MTJ connected in
series with a NMOS access transistor, named 1T1MTJ cell
structure [7], as shown in Fig. 3. The MTJ is the core device
for storing data bit information, while the NMOS transistor
acts as an access control device and provides the write/read
driving currents. A cluster of 1T1MTJ cells then forms of a
memory array combining with the peripheral circuits. Each
memory bit-cell can be randomly accessed by controlling
the bit-line (BL), word-line (WL) and source-line (SL). An
MTJ is mainly composed of three ultra-thin layers: one
oxide barrier layer (e.g., MgO) sandwiched between two
ferromagnetic (FM) layers (e.g., CoFeB). Generally, the
magnetization orientation of one FM layer is fixed
(named pinned layer, PL) while the other FM layer is
free to change (named free layer, FL) by magnetic field,
charge current or voltage. Depending on the relative
magnetization orientation (parallel (P) or anti-parallel
(AP)) of the two FM layers, an MTJ can present two stable resistance states (i.e., low resistance, RP and high
resistance, RAP ). Therefore each MTJ can store one bit of
data information. The resistance difference between the
two stable resistance states can be characterized by the
TMR ratio, i.e., TMR ¼ ðRAP  RP Þ=RP . By using
the STT mechanism [25], only a bi-directional charge current
is required to write data information into the memory cell
(i.e., MTJ). On the other hand, due to the TMR ratio, the data
bit stored in the memory cell can be readout by distinguishing
the two different resistance states of the MTJ utilizing voltage
or current sensing techniques.
The magnetization of the FM layers can be either in the
film plane or perpendicular to the film plane, which
defines two types of MTJs: in-plane MTJ and perpendicular MTJ. Physical mechanisms and device properties differ widely between these two types of MTJs. In specific,
the in-plane MTJ depends mainly on the shape anisotropy, whereas the perpendicular MTJ owes mainly to the
bulk (or interfacial) perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
(PMA) from the bulk of the magnetic material (or from
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the interface or surface) [26], [27]. Because of the different
physical mechanisms, the device properties, such as thermal stability and critical switching current, which characterize the performances of data retention and writability
of MTJ respectively, are also different between the two
types of MTJs. In general, perpendicular MTJ, especially
the interfacial perpendicular one, outperforms in-plane
MTJ as technology scales down. Based on our investigations, it is challenging for the in-plane MTJ to shrink
down to 30 nm and below, due to the requirement of a
relatively large aspect ratio (AR, which is defined as the
ratio between the length and width of the MTJ) to maintain the shape anisotropy and thermal stability factor. In
addition, the critical switching current of in-plane MTJ is
proportional to the thermal stability and MTJ volume,
resulting in high dynamic write energy. These problems
greatly limit the utilization of in-plane MTJs in high-density and energy-efficient applications. Alternatively,
recent experimental results have reported advanced perpendicular MTJ devices down to sub-10 nm with rather
good properties in terms of thermal stability and writability [28], [29], [30]. Due to the promising potentials in
nanoscale memory and logic applications, current academic and industrial researches focus mainly on perpendicular MTJs. This work considers also the case of
perpendicular MTJ in STT-MRAM.

3

STT-MRAM CHALLENGES AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first provide our detailed analyses of the
STT-MRAM challenges. Based on the analyses, we then
present our motivation to address these challenges.

3.1 Dynamic Write Power Concern
The dynamic write power concern of STT-MRAM mainly
comes from three factors. The first one is that the switching
of MTJ by using the STT effect requires a relatively high current density to overcome the energy barrier, Eb (or thermal
stability, D) between the two stable resistance states. The
critical switching current density (JC ) for the perpendicular
MTJ can be expressed as [31], [32],
2e a
JC ¼
ðMs tF ÞHK :
(1)
h h

D ¼ Eb =kB T ¼ HK Ms V =2kB T;

(2)

where e is the elementary charge of electrons, 
h the
reduced planck’s constant, h the spin transfer efficiency,
a the Gilbert damping constant, Ms the saturation magnetization, tF the thickness of the FL, HK the effective
anisotropy energy, V the volume of the FL of MTJ, kB
the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature, respectively. The typical value of the critical current density
and duration for the MTJ switching at 40 nm are about
several MA=cm2 and several nanoseconds respectively.
The dynamic write power consumption per bit of STTMRAM is one or two orders of magnitude higher than
that of SRAM (see Fig. 1).
The second factor comes from the asymmetry, including
the STT-driven MTJ switching asymmetry as well as the
1T1MTJ bit-cell asymmetry. The STT asymmetry is intrinsically physical, as the spin transfer efficiency (h) is mainly
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effective magnetic field, H fluc the thermal induced random
field, rstt ¼ g
hPJstt =2em0 tf Ms the STT factor, 
h the reduced
Planck constant, P the STT polarization, Jstt the current density inducing STT effect, e the elementary charge and m0 the
vacuum permeability, tf the thickness of the free layer, Ms the
saturation magnetization, respectively. The stochastic switching behaviours of MTJ introduce time-to-time variations. In
addition, the PVT variations of the MTJs and CMOS transistors further add cell-to-cell stochasticity across the whole
memory array. Again, much energy is wasted to cover the
worst case of the chip. Taking all the above-mentioned concerns into consideration, Fig. 4 shows our simulation results
of the dynamic write power distributions for the 1T1MTJ bitcell at 40 nm node. As expected, writing data bit “1” requires
much higher average dynamic write power and suffers from
more serious distributions than writing data bit “0”.
Fig. 4. The dynamic write power distributions of the 1T1MTJ bit-cell at
the 40 nm technology node.

determined by the relative magnetization orientation of the
two FM layers of MTJ, expressed as [33],

(3)
h ¼ ðP =2Þ= 1 þ P 2 cos u :


(4)
JP AP =JAP P ¼ 1 þ P 2 = 1  P 2 ;
where P the tunneling spin polarization, u the angle between
the magnetization orientation of the two FM layers, JP AP
and JAP P the critical current densities for the MTJ switching
operations of P ! AP and AP ! P, respectively. We found
that JP AP is much (about 1-1.5 times of magnitude) higher
than JAP P . The 1T1MTJ bit-cell asymmetry is due to the
source degradation of the access NMOS transistor, which
affects the driving capability of the NMOS transistor because
different bias conditions are utilized for writing data bits “0”
and “1” [33]. As shown in Fig. 3, for writing data bit “0”, i.e.,
AP-P switching, the WL and BL are connected to the supply
voltage (Vdd ) while the SL is connected to the ground. The
gate-source voltage (VGS ) of the NMOS transistor is Vdd .
However, for writing data bit “1”, i.e., P-AP switching, the
WL and SL are connected to Vdd while the BL is connected to
the ground. In this case, VGS equals (Vdd  IMTJ  RMTJ Þ,
where IMTJ is the write current flowing through the MTJ and
RMTJ is the resistance value of the MTJ, respectively. The
reduction of VGS results in the decrease of driving capability
of the NMOS transistor. In practice, we should consider the
worst-case corner for reliable write operation; therefore, we
have to increase the write current pulse duration, leading to
dynamic write power wastage.
The third concern comes from the stochastic property of
STT mechanism and the process-voltage-temperature variations. The stochastic magnetization dynamics of the FL of
MTJ under the STT effect can be characterized by solving
the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation, taking into consideration the random thermal effect [25], [34],

mf
mf  H eff þ H fluc  am
dm
m=dt ¼ gm

 (5)
 mf  H eff þ H fluc þ rstt mf  mf  mp
where g is the gyro-magnetic constant, mf and mp are the unit
magnetization vectors of the FL and PL respectively, H eff the

3.2 Read Reliability Concern
Typically, the data information stored in a STT-MRAM bitcell can be readout by comparing the resistance states with
a pre-known reference cell. Here the resistance of the MTJ
in the reference cell (Rref ) is generally set as the average
value between RP and RAP , i.e., Rref ¼ 0:5ðRP þ RP Þ. We
can firstly apply a bias voltage (VBL ) on the BLs of the data
and reference cells to convert the MTJ resistance states of
the data and reference cells to currents (Idata and Iref ). Then
the sensed currents are converted to voltages (Vdata and Vref )
by the load of the read circuit. Finally, a digital output signal
can be generated by comparing Vdata and Vref . The abovementioned signals are expressed as,
Idata ¼ Vb data =Rdata ; Iref ¼ Vb ref =Rref
(6)
Vdata ¼ Idata  Rl

data ; Vref

¼ Iref  Rl

ref ;

(7)

where Vb data and Vb ref are the bias voltages applied on the
MTJs of the data and reference cells, Rdata is the resistance
value of MTJ in the data cell and can be either RP or RAP
depending on the data bit (“0” or “1”) stored in the MTJ,
Rl data and Rl ref are the output resistances of the loads of
the read circuit in the data and reference branches, respectively. Here we assume that Vb data ¼ Vb ref ¼ Vbias and
Rl data ¼ Rl ref ¼ Rload in the ideal case without considering the PVT variations.
As the TMR ratio of MTJ is limited by the device material
and structure, the read margin is also limited. Here the RM
is defined as the minimum absolute value between Idata (or
Vdata ) and Iref (or Vref ), i.e.,


min Iref  Idata0 ; Iref  Idata1 ; or
(8)
RM ¼
min Vref  Vdata0 ; Vref  Vdata1 ;
where Idata0 and Idata1 are the sensed currents flowing
through the data cell when it is in low (i.e., bit “0”) and high
(i.e., bit “1”) resistance states respectively, Vdata0 and Vdata1
are the corresponding voltages of the data cell. As can be
seen, the RM is proportional to the TMR ratio and Vbias .
However increasing TMR is intrinsically limited by the MTJ
device technology while Vbias is clamped for protection of
the data and reference cells from RD. This clearly indicates
a design trade-off between RM and RD (see Fig. 2). To
make things even worse, as technology scales, the critical
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Fig. 6. The overall schematic of the proposed PDS framework.

Fig. 5. The scaling trends of the critical switching current of MTJ as well
as the required read current.

switching current of MTJ dramatically reduces with respect
to the MTJ size (see Fig. 5). Normally, the read current (or
Vbias ) should decrease correspondingly to ensure sufficiently
low probability of RD (PrRD , see Eq. (9)) [13]. On the other
hand, the PVT variations of both MTJs and CMOS transistors increase as technology scales down, instead of decreasing, we should increase the read current for achieving
enough RM. As can be seen from Fig. 5, when technology
scales below 30 nm, the required read current approaches
the critical switching current of MTJ. In this case, it is rather
difficult to achieve a target RM with no RD. Therefore, the
readability concern has become a new critical challenge for
nanoscale STT-MRAM.
PrRD


 

tread
Iread
;
¼ 1  exp 
exp D 1 
t0
Ic

(9)

where Iread and tread are the read current pulse amplitude
and duration respectively, t 0 the attempt period and IC the
critical switching current amplitude of MTJ.

3.3 Motivation
Based on the above analyses, we have the following findings: a) For the dynamic write power concern, the critical
switching current and the stochasticity of the STT-driven
MTJ switching mechanism are mainly determined by the
intrinsic device properties as well as manufacturing process, for which we cannot do much things from the design
point of view. However, the power consumption due to the
bit-cell asymmetry and PVT variations can be significantly
reduced through the circuit or architecture level techniques,
by exploiting the behavior characteristics. As writing data
bit “1” (i.e., P ! AP switching of MTJ) consumes much
more power than writing bit “0” (i.e., AP ! P switching of
MTJ), we can design to reduce the writing bit “1” operations
as much as possible; b) For the readability concern, the conflict between RM and RD is indeed a big challenge in nanoscale technology nodes. One optional solution that can
improve RM but with no increase of RD is the differential
sensing scheme. In DS scheme, two complementary cells

(one in “P” and the other one in “AP states” or vice versa)
are utilized to store one single bit of data and it compares
directly the sensed voltage (or current) difference between
the two cells. The RM of the DS scheme is RM ¼
jIdata0  Idata1 j or jVdata0  Vdata1 j, which is theoretically double compared with that of the typical one (see Eq. (8)) under
the same bias voltage. Meanwhile, the read current of the DS
scheme maintains the same as that of the typical one, leading
to no increase of RD probability. The main problems of the
DS scheme are its area and power overheads, as it requires
two 1T1MTJ bit-cells (named 2T2MTJ cell) to store one single
bit of data. If we can reduce the area and power overheads,
DS scheme is preferable solution in deeply scaled technology nodes; c) We find that the dynamic write power and
read reliability concerns are actually interrelated together,
which suggests us dealing with the two concerns simultaneously. Based on these findings, we propose a synergistic
pseudo-differential sensing framework to jointly address
the challenges of STT-MRAM from a holistic device-circuitarchitecture cross-layer co-design perspective.

4

PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL SENSING FRAMEWORK

The overall schematic of the proposed PDS framework is
shown in Fig. 6, which mainly includes three techniques,
including cell cluster structure, asymmetric sensing amplifier and self-error-detection-correction module. Within the
proposed PDS framework, the data representation, memory
access operation and peripheral sensing amplifier should all
be re-designed, which will be presented in detail as follows.

4.1 Cell Cluster Structure
In the proposed cell cluster structure, several (e.g., three)
MTJs are formed together to represent one data symbol of
two bits (see Table 1) and the data bits are readout by comparing the resistance states of the MTJs within the cell cluster through the DS scheme. As we utilize three MTJs (with
eight resistance states) to represent only two data bits (four
symbol states), two different resistance states of the cell
cluster are used to stand for the same data symbol. This is
named state-restrict mapping (abbreviated as SR-mapping).
In specific, the resistance states {P-P-P} and {AP-AP-AP}
stand for data symbol (00), {P-P-AP} and {P-AP-AP}
stand for (01), {P-AP-P} and {AP-AP-P} stand for (10), and
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TABLE 1
Data Representation in the PDS Framework
Data Symbols
(2 bits)
(00)
(01)
(10)
(11)

MTJ Resistance
States in Cell Cluster

Outputs of ASAs

{MTJ0, MTJ1, MTJ2}

ASA0, ASA1, ASA2

{P-P-P}
{AP-AP-AP}
{P-P-AP}
{P-AP-AP}
{P-AP-P}
{AP-AP-P}
{AP-P-P}
{AP-P-AP}

[0-0-0]
[0-0-1]
[0-1-0]
[1-0-0]

{AP-P-P} and {AP-P-AP} stand for (11). Based on the analyses in Section 3, we have known that writing data bit “1”
(i.e., AP) consumes much more power than writing data bit
“0” (i.e., P). In this case, we can choose the cell cluster resistance states with less “AP” to represent the data symbol i.e.,
{P-P-P}$(00), {P-P-AP}$(01), {P-AP-P}$(10) and {AP-PP}$(11). As a result, any write operation of the cell cluster
involves at most one P ! AP and AP ! P transitions (see
Fig. 7a). Another strategy is to first reset the cell cluster to
the {P-P-P} state, then to the target state based on the new
data symbol (see Fig. 7b), named two-step write strategy.
As can be seen, in both strategies, the required average
energy per bit of the proposed cell cluster is the same as
that in the typical 1T1MTJ memory cell. On the other hand,
the read reliability (or RM) can be greatly improved, since
the DS scheme is employed to readout the data bits stored
in the cell cluster. In addition, as two different resistance
states of the cell cluster represent only one data symbol (see
Table 1), which adds redundancy for improving data
robustness, which will be shown in Section 4.3.
The cell cluster can be formed through direct combination
of three 1T1MTJ bit-cells, named 3T3MTJ cell cluster, which,
however, results in much area penalty. Alternatively, as we
know that the MTJs in STT-MRAM are fabricated on top of
the NMOS access transistors by using the back-end-of-line
(BEOL) process technology and the bit-cell area mainly
depends on the size of the NMOS access transistor [35].
Therefore, we propose to cluster the MTJs within one cell
cluster on top of one NMOS access transistor, named
1T3MTJ cell cluster, for area-efficiency consideration, as
shown in Fig. 8. With this proposed cell cluster, the memory
array (which will be shown in Section 4.4) should be reorganized, where the BLs within a local cell cluster form a BL

Fig. 7. The state transition diagram of the proposed cell cluster;
(a) Direct write strategy; (b) Two-step write strategy.

Fig. 8. The proposed 1T3MTJ cell cluster structure; (a) circuit symbol;
(b) cross-sectional layout view.

cluster and are accessed simultaneously through a global BL
(G_BL). Under the proposed PDS framework, each 1T3MTJ
cell can be treated as a multi-level cell and be controlled by a
G_BL, a WL and a SL, similar to the typical 1T1MTJ cell. The
three MTJs in the cell cluster can be theoretically viewed as
one storage element that can store 2 bits of data. People may
raise a question that the NMOS access transistor might fail to
provide enough current drivability for writing the three
MTJs within the cell cluster at the same time if the size of the
transistor is limited. Fortunately, as discussed above, each
write operation of the cell cluster involves at most one P-AP
and one AP-P switching (see Fig. 7a). In this case, we can
either utilize a read-before-write (RBW) method [36], [37],
which is widely employed for data write operation in memory, or employ the two-step write strategy shown in Fig. 7b
for writing data information into the cell cluster. In both
strategies, each write operation of the cell cluster involves
only one MTJ switching, requiring no additional drivability
(or increase of size) of the NMOS access transistor compared
with that of the typical 1T1MTJ bit-cell.

4.2 Asymmetric Sensing Amplifier
In the DS scheme, the MTJs of the two memory cells (or the
two inputs of the sensing amplifier, SA) are always in complementary resistance states; therefore, the SA can output a
digital signal by comparing the voltage (or current) difference between the two inputs. In the proposed PDS framework, however, as can be seen from Table 1, the inputs of
the SA may be with the same state. For example, given the
resistance state of cell cluster state as {P-P-P}, the three MTJs
(inputs of the three SAs) are all in the low resistance states.
In this case, the output of the SA will be instable mainly
depending on the PVT variations. To solve this problem, we
propose an asymmetric sensing amplifier particularly for
the PDS framework, as illustrated in Fig. 9a, in which we
intentionally add a pre-known input-offset (DV) between
the two inputs of the SA. This input-offset can be introduced, for example, by changing the load resistances
between the two branches or by pre-charging one of the
inputs of the conventional SA. Fig. 10 shows an example
of the ASA design with the pre-charging method, in
which we can change DV dynamically by modulating the
pre-charge voltage (V_pre) based on the practical applications. Without loss of generality, we assume that the right
input of the ASA always has a positive DV compared to
that of the left input. In this configuration, the ASA will
output a digital bit “0” if the potential of the right input
is higher than that of the left input; otherwise, it outputs
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Fig. 9. (a) The concept of the proposed ASA design; (b)-(e) Four possible input cases and the corresponding outputs.

a digital bit “1” if the potential of the right input is
smaller than that of the left input.
As a result, there are three cases of outputs for the proposed ASA (see Figs. 9b, 9c, 9d, 9e): (a) The MTJ resistance
states for the two inputs of the ASA are the same, i.e., {P-P}
or {AP-AP}, then the right input of the ASA has a larger
potential than the left input and the ASA outputs a digital
bit “0”. The RM depends on the amplitude of DV. (b) The
MTJ resistance states for the two inputs of the ASA are {PAP}, then the ASA outputs a digital bit “0” and the RM is
ðjVdata1  Vdata0 j þ DVÞ, which is even larger than that of the
DS scheme by DV. (c) The MTJ resistance states for the two
inputs of the ASA are {AP-P}, then the ASA outputs a digital
bit “1” and the RM is ðjVdata1  Vdata0 j  DVÞ, which is less
than that of the DS scheme by DV. In summary, we will
have the digital outputs of the three ASAs for all the resistance states of the cell cluster as follows: [000]${P-P-P, APAP-AP} [001]${P-P-AP, P-AP-AP}, [010]${P-AP-P, AP-APP}, [100]${AP-P-P, AP-P-AP}, as shown in Table 1. Then
the design challenge turns to how to set the value of DV to
achieve the optimal RM. An intuitive value is DV ¼
ðVdata0 þ Vdata1 Þ=2 to trade off among all the three cases,
then the average RM of the proposed ASA is exactly the
same as that of the typical SA when considering no PVT variations (ideal case). This is the origin of the name of
“pseudo-DS”. Fortunately, even in this case, the PDS (or
ASA) outperforms the typical SA when taking into consideration the PVT variations for the following three reasons: (a)
In the proposed PDS scheme, there is no need of reference
cell. All the data cells at the same time act as reference cells

Fig. 10. The schematic of the proposed ASA design with the pre-charging method as an example.
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Fig. 11. (a) The schematic of the SEDC module combined with the ASA
design; (b) The implementation of the majority voter.

for each other in a local cell cluster. Therefore, there is no
regularity problem, which denotes the process parameter
difference between the data and reference cells. (b) The proposed ASA only involves MTJs locally in a cell cluster,
thereby it has the advantage of little parasitic mismatch compared with the typical SA, in which the reference cell is in
general globally shared by all the data cells along the BL or
WL. (c) As three outputs can be obtained to represent only
two data bits, adding redundancy for further error detection
and correction (which will be shown in the next Section 4.3).
In practical applications, we can first test the STT-MRAM
chip after fabrication and then set the value of DV adaptively
according to the real PVT variations in the chip.

4.3 Self-Error-Detection-Correction
By combining the proposed cell cluster structure and the
ASA design, the PDS framework provides also self-errordetection-correction capability. First, we discuss the selferror-correction (SEC) capability. Since two different resistance states of the cell cluster are used to represent one single
data symbol (see Table 1), the correct data information can
be readout if the errors result in cell cluster state transition
exactly between these two states. For example, assume that
the data symbol is (01) and the initial resistance state of the
cell cluster is {P-P-AP}, then the output results of the three
ASAs are supposed to be [001]. If the resistance state of the
middle MTJ flips from P to AP because of write failures, radiation particles, thermal fluctuation or any other possible
errors, then the resistance states of the cell cluster state turns
to be {P-AP-AP}. Fortunately, the stored data symbol can still
be correctly readout to be [001], thanks to the redundancy of
the cell cluster as well as the ASA design. As can be seen, this
SEC process is automatic and transparent for users. Nevertheless, the error correction capability is limited by the specific error patterns.
Next, we discuss the self-error-detection (SED) capability
of the proposed PDS framework. As can be seen from
Table 1, for all the resistance states of the cell cluster, there
are four combinations of outputs for the three ASAs, including [000], [001], [010], and [100]. We can find that at most
one output bit “1” is valid for a correct data symbol. With
this finding, we can introduce the SED functionality into the
PDS framework by only adding a majority voter, as shown
in Fig. 11. If two or more ASAs output digital bits “1” due to
any possible errors, the SEDC module is able to detect the
error and output an acknowledge signal (ACK). Based on
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Fig. 12. (a) The overall PDS framework for STT-MRAM; (b) Typical 1T1MTJ cell array; (b) The 3T3MTJ cell cluster array; (d) The 1T3MTJ cell cluster
array; (e) layout of the 1T1MTJ cell array (2  4) for storing 8 bits; (f) layout of the 1T3MTJ cell array (2  2) for storing 8 bits.

this ACK signal, the error bit can be located and corrected
accordingly, or further architecture techniques can be
employed, e.g., error correction coding or checkpointing,
which are out the scope of this paper.

4.4 Overall Framework
Integrating the above three design techniques, we present
the overall PDS framework for STT-MRAM, as shown in
Fig. 12. Herein we consider both the 1T1MTJ (i.e., to form
3T3MTJ cell cluster) and 1T3MTJ cell structures in the proposed PSD framework, as shown in Figs. 12c and 12d,
respectively. With the 1T3MTJ cell cluster, more routing
overhead will be induced for a memory array, as three BLs
are required for each memory cell. However, the 1T3MTJ
cell can store 2 bits of data with only one transistor. In general, the total area of the transistors is much larger than that
of the BLs in a memory chip. Therefore, the overall area efficiency will not be degraded with the 1T3MTJ cell structure.
Figs. 12e and 12f show the layouts of the 1T1MTJ cell array
(2  4) and the 1T3MTJ cell array (2  2), respectively, for
storing 8 bits of data as an example. As can be seen, the
1T3MTJ cell array has smaller (25.2 percent) area than that
of the 1T1MTJ cell array for storing 8 bits of data. The main
differences of the PDS framework from the typical 1T1MTJ
cell (see Fig. 12a) based STT-MRAM are the memory cell
array, read circuit, data representation and memory controller. During write operations, input data bit sequence is
firstly truncated into (2-bit) data symbols, and then the data
symbols are stored in the cell clusters through the write
driver. During read operations, data symbols stored in the
cell clusters are readout by the ASAs, then they are mapped
back to the original data bit sequence before entering the

input/output (I/O) module. If an error is detected by the
SEDC module, an acknowledgement signal is generated
and transferred to the memory controller. These processes
are carried out by the memory controller and transparent
for the users.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

5.1 Cross-Layer Evaluation Platform
In this section, we provide comprehensive evaluations of
the proposed PDS framework. The cross-level evaluation
platform mainly includes three parts: STT-MTJ SPICE
modeling at device level, cell cluster and ASA designs at circuit level, as well as memory and processor configurations
at architecture level, as shown in Fig. 13. The STT-MTJ
device was modelled by solving the LLG equation (see Eq.
(5)) and was implemented with the Verilog-A language.
The key parameters and constants of the electrical model

Fig. 13. Overview of the cross-layer evaluation platform.
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TABLE 2
Parameters and Constants of the STT-MTJ Model
Parameter
Ms
d
tox
tf
a
P
T
TMR
D
IC
Constant
g
m0
kB
e
h


Description

Default Value

Saturation magnetization
Diameter of MTJ
Oxide layer thickness
Free layer thickness
Gilbert Damping Factor
Spin polarization
Temperature
TMR ratio
Thermal stability
Critical switching current

0:625  106 A=m
40 nm
0.85 nm
1.1 nm
0.027
0.56
300 K
150%
60
50 mA

Description

Default Value

Gyromagnetic ratio
Vacuum permeability
Boltzmann constant
Elementary charge
Reduced Planck Constant

2:21276  105 m=ðA  sÞ
1:2566  106 H=m
1:38  1023 J=K
1:6  1019 C
1:054  1034 J s

are listed in Table 2. This electrical model can be adaptive
with different parameters and the parameters involved in
this paper are adopted from the recent mainstream experimental results. The circuit level design and evaluations
were performed on the Cadence platform with the developed STT-MTJ SPICE model and a 40 nm CMOS design-kit.
The architecture level evaluations were carried out on the
NVSim [38] and Gem5 [39], with which cache memory and
processor configurations are simulated. This platform can
be used to explore STT-MRAM for cache memory in microprocessor. The cache latency and energy parameters are
simulated with NVSim [38], which is modified to adopt the
PDS framework. Furthermore, the Gem5 simulator was
modified correspondingly. The overhead of the decoders
and write drivers are included in the simulations. Under
the syscall emulation (SE) mode, the baseline configuration
is shown in Table 3. A single core with 32 KB L1 data
cache/32 KB L1 instruction cache and 1 MB L2 cache was
chosen to evaluate the performance of various cache configurations. We selected 14 benchmarks (see Table 3) from

Fig. 14. Transient waveforms of the proposed ASA when performing
read operations of the cell cluster.

SPEC CPU 2006 for testing and performed two billion
instructions for each benchmark in the simulations.

5.2 Device and Circuit Level Evaluations
Using the developed STT-MTJ SPICE model and a CMOS
design-kit, we designed the 1T3MTJ cell cluster, ASA and
the SEDC module for STT-MRAM in the 40 nm technology
node. Then we carried out transient and Monte-Carlo simulations to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
PDS framework. Fig. 14 illustrates the transient waveforms
of the ASA when performing write/read operations of the
cell cluster. Here “R” and “W” denote the read and write
cycles respectively. As can be seen, the output results of the
three ASAs are consistent with those listed Table 1, validating the functionality of the cell cluster and the ASA designs.
Furthermore, with Monte-Carlo simulations, Fig. 15 shows

TABLE 3
Simulation Setup
Component

Configuration

CPU

Single core, 2 GHz, out-of-order

L1

Inst./Data 32K Byte/32K Byte, 64 Byte line,
2-way, 1 bank, Write-back
SRAM : Lat. 2 Cycles

L2

2M, 64Byte line, 8-way, 1 bank, Write-back
SRAM : Latency, 9 Cycles
1T1MTJ: Lat. (R/W), 10/16 Cycles
2T2MTJ: Lat. (R/W), 10/16 Cycles
3T3MTJ: Lat. (R/W), 10/16 Cycles
1T3MTJ: Lat. (R/W), 10/16 Cycles

Execution Unit

2x ALU, 2x CALU, 2x FPU for each core

Main Memory

8 GB DDR3 1,600 MHz, 120 Cycles, 12.8 GB/s.

Workload

Lbm, Mcf, Soplex, Libquantum, Leslie3d, Milc,
Bzip2, Hmmer, Gromacs, Namd, Perlbench,
Povray, Sjeng, Gobmk

Fig. 15. Monte-Carlo simulations of the RM distributions of the (a) typical
SA, (b) ASA with input states {P-P} or {AP-AP}, (c) ASA with input states
{P-AP} and (d) ASA with input states {AP-P}.
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Fig. 16. Capacity scaling of our proposed PDS scheme, including the 3T3MTJ and 1T3MTJ, normalized to the baseline SRAM-based cache.

the distributions of RM for the proposed ASA and the typical SA. As can be seen, for the ASA, the case with input MTJ
states {P-AP} achieves the biggest RM, while the cases with
input MTJ states {P-P} and {AP-AP} result in the smallest
RM, which are consistent with our analyses in Section 4.2.
Furthermore, the average RM of the proposed ASA even
in the worst-case is much better (35.6 percent) than that of
the typical SA, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed design.

5.3 Architecture Level Evaluations
First, we evaluate the performance of the proposed PDS
scheme for application of cache with the NVSim simulator.
Capacity Scaling. The capacity scaling behaviors of the
proposed PDS scheme in cache memory is shown in Fig. 16,
which is normalized to the baseline SRAM-based cache. As
can be seen, the performance in terms of area, energy and
power of both the proposed PDS-based (including the
3T3MTJ and 1T3MTJ cell cluster structures) and the typical
1T1MTJ based STT-MRAM caches are improved as the
capacity increases. Moreover, with larger capacities (e.g., >
1 MB), the STT-MRAM based caches exhibit better performance compared to the conventional SRAM-based one. In
particular, our proposed PDS scheme with the 1T3MTJ cell
cluster is the optimal choice in terms of area, read energy,
read latency, write latency, write energy and leakage power.
Area. It is expected that there is an optimal capacity for
the cache design to increase hit rate. When the cache is with
small capacity (e.g., < 512 KB), the peripheral circuits occupie the major area of the chip. As the capacity increases, the
cache area is dominated by the memory cell array. Fig. 16a
shows the comparison of five caches. As can be seen, when
capacity is above 1 MB, the STT-MRAM based caches have
better area-efficiency compared with the SRAM based one.
This is because that the memory bit-cell area of STT-MRAM
is smaller than that of SRAM (6T). Particularly, the proposed PDS scheme with the 1T3MTJ cell cluster has the best
area-efficiency, about 4 (2) improvement compared to
the SRAM (or typical 1T1MTJ)-based caches.
Read/Write Performance. The read latency, read energy,
write latency and write power are shown in Figs. 16b, 16c,
16d, and 16e, respectively. The simulation results indicate
that the read and write performances of the STT-MRAM
based caches are inferior to the SRAM-based one when the

capacity is relative small, as the SRAM bit-cell has much
lower power and faster access speed than those of STTMRAM. As capacity increases, however, depending on the
bit-cell area, the overall chip area of the SRAM based cache
increases more quickly than those of the STT-MRAM based
ones. In this case, the signal transmission power and latency
dramatically increase, resulting in rapid growth of overall
power and latency for the SRAM based cache. For the read
performance, the proposed PDS scheme with the 1T3MTJ
cell cluster outperforms SRAM when capacity is over 1 MB.
For the write performance, the write latency of the STTMRAM bit-cell is much higher than that of SRAM, therefore
the advantage occurs only if the capacity exceeds 16 MB. On
the other hand, the write power outperforms SRAM when
the capacity exceeds 512 KB.
Leakage Power. As the MTJ devices are nonvolatile, most
of the leakage power in STT-MRAM based caches originates
from the peripheral CMOS circuits. As can be seen from
Fig. 16f, the STT-MRAM based caches achieve much lower
leakage power (830%@8MB) compared to the SRAM
based one and the advantages are more obvious as the
capacity grows.
In summary, the proposed PDS scheme with the novel
1T3MTJ cell cluster for the STT-MRAM based cache exhibits
promising potential in replacing conventional SRAM-based
cache, especially in relatively large capacities. To confirm it,
we provide further evaluations to show the efficiency of the
proposed PDS scheme by integrating the cache memory
into the processor with the Gem5 simulator.
Execution Time with Capacity of 1 MB. We first evaluate the
execution time with the same capacity, normalized to the
baseline SRAM, for different benchmarks, as shown in
Fig. 17. The average execution time of the proposed PDS
scheme with the 1T3MTJ cell cluster is similar to that of
SRAM, but with an improvement compared to the typical
1T1MTJ cell structure.
Energy Consumption with Capacity of 1 MB. Fig. 18 shows
the energy comparison results, normalized to the SRAM
based cache. The simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed PDS scheme with the 1T3MTJ cell cluster reduces
energy by 32.9 percent (22.6 percent) on average, compared with the SRAM (or typical 1T1MTJ) based cache.
IPC with the Same Chip Area. We also compare the instruction per cycle (IPC) with the same chip area, normalized to
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Fig. 17. Normalized execution time with the same capacity of 1 MB.

Fig. 19. Normalized IPC with the same chip area.

the SRAM based cache (1 MB). As shown in Fig. 19, the
proposed PDS scheme with the 1T3MTJ cell cluster has
1.3 percent (3.6 percent) improvement compared with
the SRAM (or typical 1T1MTJ) based cache. Even though
the SRAM has lower write and read latencies than STTMRAM (see Figs. 16b and 16d), the proposed PDS scheme
achieves a higher capacity with the same area, resulting
in improved IPC.
Miss Rate with the Same Chip Area. In Fig. 20, we compare
the miss rate with the same chip area, normalized to the
SRAM based cache (1 MB). On average, the proposed PDS
scheme with the 1T3MTJ cell cluster has an improvement of
36.9 percent (34.6 percent) compared with the SRAM (or
typical 1T1MTJ) based cache. The improved miss rate reduces
the operations for fetching data from the next-level cache.
Sumamry. These results confirm our motivation of utilizing the proposed PDS (1T3MTJ)-based STT-MRAM in place
of SRAM for cache applications.

transistor was designed to provide asymmetrical current
drivability considering the asymmetry property of the
1T1MTJ cell structure [41]. At circuit level, voltage boosting
techniques and self-terminated write drivers [16], [42] were
proposed to address the time-to-time and cell-to-cell variations due to the impact of PVT variations. At architecture
level, read-before-write and bit-flipping algorithms [17],
[43] were proposed to reduce the write activities for unnecessary write operations.
For improving the read reliability, the key challenge is to
obtain a good trade-off between the RM and RD. Lots of read
circuits have been designed, which can be classified into
three categories, including typical sensing, self-reference
sensing and DS schemes. In typical sensing scheme, a reference cell is required and many studies are proposed to optimize the reference cell [24], the sensing amplifier [11] as well
as the array structure [44]. Jung’ group in Yonsei University
proposed a number of read circuit design within this categories [45], [46]. In the self-reference sensing scheme, including
destructive ones [20] as well as non-destructive ones [21], no
reference cell is needed. However, the destructive self-reference sensing schemes require writing the data back into the
memory cells, leading to dynamic power wastage. The DS
scheme is able to double the RM with no additional of RD,
however, two complementary memory cells are required,
resulting area overheads [22]. The DS scheme is generally
used in logics instead of memories. In addition, error correction codes (ECC) are also used to improve the reliability of
STT-MRAM [13], [47].
Regarding employing STT-MRAM for cache design
through system-level modeling and simulation, many studies have been done in literature. Some previous studies simply replace (fully or partly) SRAM with STT-MRAM to
reduce static leakage power [48], [49], [50], [51] which, however, results in little performance benefit because of the

6

RELATED WORK

As introduced previously, dynamic write power and read
reliability concerns have become two critical challenges for
STT-MRAM developments and applications. Until now,
there have been many related studies that try to solve these
challenges. In addition, a number of studies has been done
to employ STT-MRAM for cache design through systemlevel modeling and simulation. In this section, we provide a
brief introduction and analysis of these related studies.
Most studies deal with these two concerns separately.
For reducing the dynamic write power, device, circuit as
well as architecture techniques were proposed in literature.
At device level, MTJs with low critical witching current or
thermal stability factor were designed [14], [31] or filedassisted writing mechanism were utilized [15], [40] to
reduce the write power. Meanwhile, asymmetrically dopted

Fig. 18. Normalized energy with the same capacity of 1 MB.

Fig. 20. Normalized miss rate with the same chip area.
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dynamic write/read power and latency overhead of STTMRAM. Some other works try to address the write power
and read reliability concerns of STT-MRAM through system-level techniques, such as dynamic data management,
and power control etc. [52], [53], [54], [55]. Differently, our
work proposes a novel cross-layer PDS framework to
address these concerns of STT-MRAM. The proposed PDS
framework, which is the primary contribution of this paper,
can greatly facilitate STT-MRAM for cache applications.
In summary, prior works focus only on either the
dynamic write power or the read reliability of STT-MRAM.
They ignore a fact that these two concerns are actually interrelated together. In addition, they are mostly from one single layer design point of view. On the contrary, our
proposed PDS scheme deal with the two concerns simultaneously with a cross-layer co-design strategy.

[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]

7

CONCLUSION

Dynamic write power and read reliability concerns are two
key challenges for practical applications of STT-MRAM. Traditional techniques deal with these two challenges separately
and are hard to achieve overall performance improvement. In
this work, we proposed a novel PDS framework, which is a
synergistic solution integrating three design techniques, i.e.,
cell cluster, ASA and SEDC, to jointly address these two concerns of STT-MRAM. In addition, a new data representation
method, named SR-mapping, was designed to coordinate
with the proposed PDS framework. By developing a STT-MTJ
SPICE model, we performed circuit level simulations to evaluate the functionality of the proposed PDS framework. After
that, we carried out architecture level evaluations by integrating the proposed PDS scheme into the cache and processor
configurations. Our experimental results show that the proposed PDS framework with the 1T3MTJ cell cluster significantly improves the reliability and performance compared
with the typical 1T1MTJ cell structure. Meanwhile, it has the
potentials of high density, high speed and low power for
cache applications in place of conventional volatile SRAM.
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